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"The perspective of 15 years, painstaking research, thousands of interviews, extensive analysis and

evaluation, and the creative talent of John Toland [paint] the epic struggle on an immense canvas. .

. . Toland writes with the authority of a man who was there. . . . He tastes the bitterness of defeat of

those who surrendered and writes as if he had the benefit of the eyes and ears of soldiers and

generals on the other side of the line. . . . If you could read only one book to understand generals

and GIs and what their different wars were like this is the book."â€”Chicago Sunday TribuneÂ  "The

author has devoted years to studying memoirs, interviewing veterans and consulting military

documents, both German and American. He also has revisited the old battlefields in Belgium and

Luxembourg. . . . Toland has told the whole story with dramatic realism. . . . It is a story of panic,

terror and of high-hearted courage."â€”New York Times Book ReviewÂ  "For the first time in the

growing literature of World War II, the inspiring story of the stubborn, lonely, dogged battle of the

Americans locked in this tragic salient is told. . . . gripping . . . You cannot put it down once you start

it."â€”San Francisco Chronicle
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John Toland's work on this absolutely fantastic book is simply superlative. Critical acclaim is nearly



universal for this gripping, accurate, and well-told story of the greatest American victory over the

Germans during WWII and the only large-scale offensive battle ever fought during the winter, the

worst in Europe is some fifty years. Toland veers from the usual historian's path by telling the story

in terms of the foot soldier both on the ground and on the defensive against the final counterattack

of the Wehrmacht with over a thousand tanks (including many of the new tougher Tiger and Panther

models) and more than 250,000 battle-hardened soldiers.Against them were just three full strength

(and very green and inexperienced) American divisions with some reserves regiments composed of

more experienced soldiers in the heavily wooded and almost impassable woods of the Ardennes

forest area. Eisenhower's logistics support was strung out and unable to adequately supply the

broad-based front that had evolved after the initial breakout from D-Day. Consequently, it was

difficult to arm and support all the troops, and amazingly, Hitler's masterful attack struck exactly at

the single weakest point along the line. The result was a complete but temporary disaster, but one

that pitted poorly equipped, armed, and clothed U.S. Army troops against a much larger, better

armed, clothed and equipped enemy who was striking with blitzkrieg speed and effectiveness.What

happened in those woods is the stuff of history, and is commonly referred to as the Battle of the

Bulge. The simple truth of the matter is that American troops simply outfought, outlasted, and

outsmarted their German opponents in a deadly game of attrition and standoffs in the worst possible

weather and cold conditions.
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